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Abstract

We propose a system that selects a circuit to service
an application request to transmit data over a network.
The network includes one or more low and high band-
width circuits. The system provides admission con-
trol of routing an applications traffic, upon initializa-
tion of service request with network among dual chan-
nels each with different transmit capacity based on
the applications statistical properties and link condi-
tions. We also adapted a method that renegotiates net-
work resources allocated to an application’s variable
bit rate traffic in dynamic time intervals and optimizes
the number of resource renegotiations by minimizing
cost functions utilizing graphical analysis. The re-
sults show that the introduced scheme minimizes both
under-utilization of the available capacity and queuing
delays.

1 Introduction

Important considerations in network operation are ad-
mission control and resource allocation. Typically, ad-
mission control and resource allocation are ongoing
processes that are performed periodically during trans-
mission of bit streams. The admission control and
resource allocation determinations may take into ac-
count various factors such as network topology and
current available network resources, such as buffer
space in the switches and the bandwidth capacity of the
circuits, any quality-of-service commitments (QoS),
e.g., guaranteed bandwidth, and delay or packet loss
probabilities.

If the network resource requirements are over-
estimated, then the network will run under capac-
ity. Alternatively, if the network resources require-
ments are underestimated, then the network may be-
come congested and packets traversing the network
may be lost [1], [2]. Admission control and resource
is generally done at the ”edges” of the network in or-
der to conserve computational resources of the net-
work switches. While off-line systems can determine
the exact bandwidth characteristics of a stream in ad-
vance, in many applications, on-line processing is de-
sired or even required to keep delay and computational
requirements low. Furthermore, any information used
to make bandwidth decisions should be directly avail-
able in the compressed bit stream.

ATM networks provide connection-oriented ser-
vices with guaranteed bandwidth. To carry an IP data-
gram in such networks, a virtual circuit (VC) has to be
setup with an indicated bandwidth requirement. Once
a VC is open, the adaptation layer has to decide how
long to keep the VC open with the initial bandwidth as-
signment. If the rate of the incoming packets matches
the specified bandwidth allocation, VC is kept open
[3], [4], [5]. However, if packets arrive at a higher or
lower rate, there is a need to readjust the allocated re-
source or even to close the VC. Periodic algorithms
adjust the bandwidth allocation in fixed time intervals.
On the other hand, adaptive algorithms respond when-
ever a change is necessary as long as the updating
process is not frequent. Readjusting can be done in
two different ways either closing the existing VC and
opening a new one with new allocation or changing
the allocation of the current VC in lieu of closing it



Figure 1: Circuit assignment and bandwidth renegoti-
ation for dual-channel VBR.

[4]. The second option, if preferred, must be support-
able by the network. Indeed, the Q.2963 series of rec-
ommendations belongs to the DSS 2 family of ITU-T
Recommendations and specifies the procedure of the
modification of traffic parameters of a call/connection
in the active state. Recommendation Q.2963.3 defines
the procedure of the ATM Traffic Descriptor modifica-
tion with renegotiation that is equivalent to that spec-
ified in Recommendation Q.2962. Therefore, we can
expect that network provides such a support and band-
width allocation to a VC can be updated without clos-
ing it. To follow temporal variations in bandwidth de-
mand of VBR sources, we propose a method for dy-
namic bandwidth allocation with minimal number of
renegotiations. Each renegotiation process involves a
signaling between network and a source. The renego-
tiation frequency is a trade-off between signaling over-
head and high bandwidth utilization. High renegotia-
tion frequency loads the network with heavy overhead.
On the other hand, long inter-renegotiation intervals
make the follow-up of the traffic bit rate pattern diffi-
cult. Renegotiation is only feasible in time scales of
several seconds [6]. In [7], it is suggested that mini-
mum of 1 sec and an average of 5 seconds or more for
renegotiation is a good compromise. It is crucial that
optimal number of bandwidth renegotiations must be
performed under predetermined cost constraints such
as under utilization ratio and packet/cell transmission
delay.

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed method con-
sists of two main parts: the admission control unit
(ACU) and the renegotiation decision unit, RDU. Sec-
tion II describes the assignment of a new request to low
and high bandwidth channels. Section III explains the

cost functions and strategies in determination of the
resource renegotiation time and amount. Section IV
gives performance results when a real time MPEG-4
coded video trace is transmitted.

2 Admission Control

As a characteristic, the various circuits of the net-
work have different bandwidth capacities. For exam-
ple, the wireless circuit connects to the network via a
low bandwidth capacity (Cl) base station of the wire-
less network, and the circuit to the network via a high
bandwidth capacity (Ch) circuit of the Internet. In
the method according to the invention, the switching
is based on properties of the applications and circuit
conditions.

Figure 2 shows one embodiment of the proposal
where the traffic controller makes circuit assignments
knowing properties of an application making the ser-
vice request. The traffic controller includes an admis-
sion control unit (ACU). The analyzer measures an
average utilizationUh of the high bandwidth circuit
within the lastM time slots. The ACU is provided
with the circuit capacitiesCl and Ch, and a guard
bandwidthÆ provided via the switch. The guard band-
width is to prevent circuit saturation. In other words,
the guard bandwidth is an excess bandwidth available
at any instant in time when the data rate is bursty. The
ACU is also provided with the bandwidth request�

from the application. The analyzer also provides the
ACU with the mean data arrival rate�r and the stan-
dard deviation�r of the data arrival rate of traffic with
the identical application type as that of the request,
and with the mean data rate�h and the standard de-
viation �h of the aggregate traffic on the high band-
width circuit. This information is stored in a look-up
table (LUT) of the analyzer and is updated based on
the bit arrival amounts in every predetermined time
slot. These statistical parameters,�r; �r; �h; �s, are
considered to be, but not necessarily, according to a
Gaussian distribution for ease of analysis. In compu-
tation of the parameters, the bit arrival amounts in the
lastM consecutive time slots are used.

The ACU determines a probability of exceeding a
predetermined utilization threshold for each circuit,
and selects the circuit with the lowest probability to



Figure 2: System design.

service the request provided that the selection criteria
of the ACU are also satisfied for the circuit with small-
est probability so not to cause an over-utilization on
the selected circuit. LetPh Pl be the probabilities of
exceeding the capacity of the high-bandwidth and low-
bandwidth circuits respectively. Then, the new request
is assigned to the circuit that has smaller probability.
For instance, if the probability of exceeding a prede-
termined utilization threshold on the low bandwidth
circuit is smaller than that on the high bandwidth cir-
cuit
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then the low bandwidth circuit is selected to service the
request. This method can also be applied to the com-
munications networks with a single low bandwidth cir-

cuit, and multiple high bandwidth circuits between a
client and a server in downstream direction.

3 Bandwidth Renegotiation

In order to avoid under allocation (buffering) and un-
der utilization of the bandwidth, the allocated band-
width should be dynamically adapted to follow-up of
the traffic bit rate pattern. However, each adaptation
(renegotiation) process involves a signaling between
the network and the source. High renegotiation fre-
quency loads the network with heavy overhead. On
the other hand, long inter-renegotiation intervals make
the follow-up of the traffic bit rate pattern difficult.
Therefore, optimal number of bandwidth renegotia-
tions must be provided under constraints such as the
cost of under utilization, cost of renegotiation, and
buffer size as shown in Fig. 3.

We determine an optimum bandwidth allocation
a(n + 1) for real-time traffic at a future timen + 1
given a current traffic bit arrival rater(n), and current
allocated bandwidtha(n) at timen. To attain the op-
timum solution, we design a total cost functionJ that
includes costs of under utilization in terms ofu(n),



Table 1: Notation of parameters and functions
n time
� buffer size
a(n) bandwidth allocation at timen
r(n) bit arrival rate at timen
r̂(n) predicted arrival rate at timen+ 1

w(e) bandwidth cost function
b(n) size of the queue (buffered bits)
u(n) size of the under-utilized bandwidth
e(n) bandwidth error function (bits)
T (n) cost of the renegotiations
J(n) total cost function
Cl capacity of low bandwidth circuit
Ch capacity of low bandwidth circuit
U(n) Utilization of circuit at a time instant
�h Mean data rate of traffic on HB circuit
�h Standard deviation of traffic on HB
�r Mean of data arrival rate of traffic
�r Standard deviation of traffic
Æ Guard bandwidth

under allocation in terms ofb(n), and renegotiation as
T (n). The cost functionJ is defined as

J = wbb(n) +wuu(n) + T (n) (5)

= w(b(n) + u(n)) + T (n) (6)

= w(e(n)) + T (n) (7)

where thee(n) is the bandwidth error such that

e(n) =

nX
i=0

r(i)� a(i)

+r̂(n+ 1)� a(n) (8)

In the cost function, the size of the queueb(n) and the
size of the under used bandwidthu(n) are weighted
by shaping functionswb andwu, and then added to the
cost of renegotiationT (n). Using separate cost terms
for under utilization and under allocation enables us to
adapt the optimization method for various types of ap-
plications; weighted fair queuing (WFQ) algorithms,
ATM switches, etc. In addition, one cost term can be
preferred to the other with respect to the changing net-
work conditions, i.e., buffer cost can have nonlinear

Figure 3: Analytic representation of cost functions.

dependence on the current queue size, cost of band-
width can be alternating at the certain times of the day.
The under allocation happens if the allocated band-
width is not enough to handle the bit arrival rate. In-
case of under allocation, the excess bits are queued in
the buffer. The buffered bits are sent when the arrival
bit rate is less than the allocated bandwidth, thus, there
is available bandwidth to forward bits from buffer. The
under utilizationu(n) occurs when the allocated band-
width is greater than the bit arrival rate and the buffer is
empty. Therefore, the allocated bandwidth is not fully
used. The bandwidth error functione(n) is theu(n)
for under utilization, andb(n) for under allocation, and
it also includes the predicted bandwidth error for time
n + 1 to include the effect of keeping the same band-
width allocation level. Obviously, the bandwidth cost
functionw(e(n)) corresponds to the under allocation
cost if e(n) is more than zero, and under utilization
cost vice versa.

While optimizingJ , the renegotiation step size and
time are obtained. The determination fora(n + 1) is
made by minimizing the cost function

a(n+ 1) = argminJ

= argmin[w(e(n)) + T (n)] (9)

To understand the properties of minimization, let us
investigate the impact of each cost term onJ . It is
worthwhile to realize that the renegotiation costT (n)
should be high if there was another bandwidth rene-
gotiation made recently at timen � Æ where Æ is a
small time period. By the increasing values ofÆ, which



also means that the last renegotiation was made long
past; the cost of renegotiation should be decreasing be-
cause renegotiation becomes more affordable. There-
fore, the time periodÆ between the current time and
the very last renegotiation determines the magnitude
of the variable cost functionT (n):

T (n) =

�
�+T (n� 1) a(n) 6= a(n� 1)
��T (n� 1) a(n) = a(n� 1)

(10)

If the bandwidth cost functionw(e(n)) becomes larger
than renegotiation cost for the predicted traffic, it be-
comes advantageous to renegotiate to prevent from the
expansion ofw(e(n)). Fig. 4 presents this analogy. In-
case a constant renegotiation cost is preferred over to
variable cost term, the number of renegotiations may
multiply if the newly allocated bandwidth is incapable
of reducing the under allocation or under utilization
costs quickly. TheJ fluctuates close to the decision
boundary; each time bandwidth cost function becomes
higher than renegotiation cost, a new renegotiation is
made.

Considering the under utilization and under alloca-
tion, we form w(e(n)) as

w(e(n)) =

�
eK e(n) > 0
jeLj e(n) � 0

(11)

We chooseK > L > 1 to weight under allocation cost
more. For the hard buffer size constraint case (i.e. no
buffer overload permitted),w(e(n)) becomes infinity
at � by asymptotically converging to thee(n) = �.
In the above equations, the cost of bandwidthw(e(n))
is assigned as a combination of polynomial functions,
still it can be defined by piece-wise continuous or ex-
ponential functions.

There are several different strategies in dynamic
bandwidth allocation to predict the future bandwidth
demand of a traffic source. Each new allocation con-
sists of a prediction and a correction term based on
previous updates [8]. The simplest bandwidth predic-
tor is the previous value of the bit rate as an estimate.

4 Conclusion

Sample simulation results for a typical MPEG-2 video
sequence is presented in Fig.5. The computation time
of the bandwidth renegotiation method is negligible;

Figure 4: Relation betweenw(e(n)) andT (n).

the process is real-time. A hard buffer model that does
not permit overshoot of the queue size is utilized. We
simulated bandwidth allocation for different severity
degrees of the renegotiation cost and buffer size. Fig.5-
a presents the very high renegotiation cost�+ = 4:0
and�� = 0:99 scenario result. The number of renego-
tiations is 6 for 250 seconds of data sequence, and the
bandwidth utilization ratio is 71.10%. This is the ratio
of the total arrived data bits to the total allocated band-
width; the ratio of areas under each functions in the fig-
ures. The following rows, Fig.5-b,c,d, are the results
for high (�+ = 2:0, �� = 0:95), medium (�+ = 1:3,
�� = 0:95), and low (�+ = 1:3, �� = 0:85) rene-
gotiation cost scenarios. The number of renegotiations
increases to 15, 33, 64, respectively because the rene-
gotiation cost is assumed to be lower. The utilization
ratios are found as 83.14%, 82.56%, 86.05%.

We observed that by selecting smaller renegotiation
costs, we increase the number of renegotiations that
leads the higher utilization ratios. Furthermore, using
larger buffer size allow the network to renegotiate less.



We are able to allocate optimal bandwidth to the vari-
able bit rate video traffic over the ATM switches dy-
namically in real-time. In addition, the method attains
high utilization ratios while achieving the minimum
total cost. Another significant advantage of the method
is the ability of adapting to the network conditions as
the constraints may change, i.e., buffer cost can have
nonlinear dependence on the current queue size, cost
of bandwidth can be alternating at the certain times of
the day, etc.
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Figure 5: (a-b-c-d) Optimum bandwidth allocations
for different levels of renegotiation cost scenarios;
very high (�+=4.0, �� =0.99), high (�+=2.0,
�� =0.95), medium (�+=1.3, �� =0.95), and low
(�+=1.3,�� =0.85). The number of renegotiations
are 6, 15, 33, 64 respectively.


